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A B S T R A C T
An organisation can signiﬁcantly improve its performance by observing how their business operations
are currently being carried out. A great way to derive evidence-based process improvement insights is to
compare the behaviour and performance of processes for different process cohorts by utilising the information recorded in event logs. A process cohort is a coherent group of process instances that has one or
more shared characteristics. Such process performance comparisons can highlight positive or negative variations that can be evident in a particular cohort, thus enabling a tailored approach to process improvement.
Although existing process mining techniques can be used to calculate various statistics from event logs
for performance analysis, most techniques calculate and display the statistics for each cohort separately.
Furthermore, the numerical statistics and simple visualisations may not be intuitive enough to allow users
to compare the performance of various cohorts eﬃciently and effectively. We developed a novel visualisation framework for log-based process performance comparison to address these issues. It enables analysts
to quickly identify the performance differences between cohorts. The framework supports the selection
of cohorts and a three-dimensional visualisation to compare the cohorts using a variety of performance
metrics. The approach has been implemented as a set of plug-ins within the open source process mining
framework ProM and has been evaluated using two real-life datasets from the insurance domain to assess
the usefulness of such a tool. This paper also derives a set of design principles from our approach which
provide guidance for the development of new approaches to process cohort performance comparison.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Performance analysis can provide valuable insights into business
processes of organisations, such as where bottlenecks and waiting times occur. Such analyses provide a valuable starting point
for business process redesign aimed at cost reduction, time savings and/or productivity gains. Process mining [1], a specialised ﬁeld
of research in business process management, uses process-related
data, recorded in event logs to uncover the real behaviour and
performance of business processes.
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A key limitation of contemporary process mining techniques for
performance analysis is the lack of support for a detailed comparison of the characteristics of multiple cohorts of process instances.
We consider a process cohort to be a group of process instances that
has one or more shared characteristics. For example, one may wish to
be able to contrast the processing of low-value claims (cohort 1) with
that of high-value claims (cohort 2) in an insurance company or to
gain insight into the different pathways of patients through an emergency department based on the severity of their injuries, as reported
in several industry case studies [2–4]. While the performance statistics for each process cohort in these scenarios were computed using
existing process mining techniques, the detailed comparison itself is
still a manual process. Only recently, a few approaches have demonstrated the visual comparison of two process cohorts in one analysis.
However, the comparison of more than two cohorts in a single
visualisation is still not well-developed.
The focus of this paper, therefore, is to present a novel comparative process visualisation framework that supports process performance comparison for multiple cohorts in a single visualisation
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and a set of generalised design principles to guide the development
of further approaches for process cohort performance comparison.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the approach. The framework takes
an event log and a representative process model as inputs and
supports dynamic categorisation of process cohorts and computation of performance metrics. The framework subsequently generates
comparative process visualisations, which can then be interactively
explored by process stakeholders. These visualisations extend the
two-dimensional graphs proposed by Pini et al. [5] to a threedimensional space, creating a new visual technique that enables
global comparison. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work, while in Section 3 the approach
proposed in this paper is discussed in detail. In Section 4 aspects of
the implementation of the framework are discussed and Section 5 is
concerned with the framework’s evaluation. Section 6 summarises
our contributions and presents some avenues for future work.
2. Related work
Information systems nowadays are designed to automatically
capture process related data, such as activities, time stamps,
resources and contextual information (e.g. customer details, casespeciﬁc data) [1], which has enabled the application of process mining techniques to obtain indicators of organisational performance
from such data. In addition to academic interest in this topic [6–9],
there are currently over 20 commercial process mining tools that
include performance analysis features [1], mostly comparable to the
features provided by Disco [10]. Most of these techniques analyse a
single dimension of a business process at a time. However, in practice, process stakeholders are often interested in performance comparisons which focus on comparing performance between process
instances with different characteristics (e.g. performance differences
between teams, types of applications) [2–4]. Comparing variants of
the same process in such a way can help identify root causes of process performance differences. In such scenarios process instances
from an event log are partitioned into multiple cohorts based on different attributes (e.g. resource, case attribute, context variables). The
behaviour and performance of these processes for different cohorts
are then compared. Due to a lack of tool support for such comparative
analyses, they are commonly performed by expert process analysts
analysing each cohort individually and then manually comparing the
results as reported in several recent case studies [2–4]. Suriadi et
al. [2] report on comparing cohorts in the event log of a major insurance company. They report having to use a complex chain of tools
for the process, dealing repeatedly with ﬁltering procedures to split
the event log into meaningful cohorts and encountering interoperability issues between various tools. Consequently, they described
the analysis process as “time-consuming, tedious and error-prone”.

Partington et al. [3] present a comparative study of processes at
four hospitals. They use side-by-side comparisons of process maps
to identify differences in process ﬂow, but report that there is a lack
of tools to support this kind of analysis. While some recent work [4]
has focussed on automating the involved log ﬁltering and metric
computation, these approaches still present the analysis results for
each cohort in separate windows and rely on process analysts to
spot the differences. As such, these approaches still make the process both error prone and not very scalable. All these studies required
signiﬁcant effort including massaging the data, using multiple process mining tools and manually comparing multiple visualisations.
Consequently, receiving an answer to the simple analysis question
“How does my process variant A differ from process variant B?”,
required organisations in all three cases to engage research teams
over extended periods of time.
A research question of interest to both researchers and industry
is therefore: “How can the comparison of process cohorts be supported in an intuitive way to enable non-expert stakeholders to gain
insights from their process data?”. Four high-level requirements can
be derived out of the presented analysis scenarios and can be used
to assess the suitability of existing approaches for the presented
analysis scenarios.
Firstly, the researchers had to ﬁlter cohorts to compare out of
one or more event logs. This ﬁltering step sometimes had to be
repeated iteratively to identify boundaries of some cohorts or as
the researchers’ understanding of the data evolved. Being able to
deﬁne cohorts and split event logs interactively, therefore, appears
to be an important feature for comparing multiple cohorts. While
many tools already support interactive ﬁltering of the event log
being analysed, some approaches [6,11-14] expect the user to preﬁlter or annotate event logs using separate tools. This increases
the danger of interoperability issues and generally makes interactive exploration of the data infeasible. On the other hand, several
recent approaches [4,15,16] apply data warehousing techniques to
enable users to interactively specify and explore process cohorts by
proposing the concept of “process cubes”.
Secondly, the researchers needed to calculate metrics to conceptualise process performance for different parts of the analysed
process. These metrics all related to frequencies of occurrence and
the time perspective of the process [3]. Two issues are of relevance
to the computation of these metrics. The ﬁrst issue in the calculation
of process performance from an event log is whether the analysis is
aware of the structure of the underlying process or not. For example,
many existing approaches do not consider parallelism of activities,
which can distort the results of the analysis [1]. The second issue
is whether the approach can compute the metrics for the comparison interactively, as otherwise interoperability with other tools or
interactivity are again problematic.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach for process performance comparisons.
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Thirdly, the researchers had to compare these metrics for different parts of the process being analysed. Notably, all existing
approaches to cohort performance analysis use visualisation to
present and compare performance metrics. For this task, they mostly
used side-by-side comparisons of visualised metrics which meant
they had to manually compare visual attributes, such as colour
and line thickness, across multiple visualisations. Many existing
approaches, such as existing process mining [6,7,10] and process
cube tools [4,15,16] present their analysis results in such a fashion.
However, approaches using juxtaposition, i.e. side-by-side images
or even matrices of images, are problematic as such comparisons
require the analyst to spot the difference between multiple visualisations. This process is cognitively ineﬃcient and scales badly
when more than two values need to be compared [17]. Instead,
an integrated approach to present the performance data in one
visualisation could effectively oﬄoad some of the comparison
effort onto the visual perceptual system using preattentive processing [18]. For example, Minit [19], the visual analytics tools for
event log comparison [20–22] and recent comparative visualisation
approaches [11–13] do provide integrated visualisations for the comparison of two cohorts to facilitate understanding cohort differences.
However, most of these approaches visually present the difference between cohorts, rather than the performance indicator values
themselves. Consequently, they are limited to comparing two process cohorts at a time. Van Mourik [12] presents the only approach
that presents performance metrics for more than two cohorts in one
integrated visualisation.
Fourthly, the researchers mentioned interoperability issues
between the numerous tools they used for the analysis slowing
down the process. An integrated approach should therefore be able
to handle all three stages of the comparative analysis: splitting the
event log into cohorts, computing the performance metrics for each
cohort and presenting the differences between cohorts to the user.
The proposed approach therefore ﬁlls a gap as it is the only
solution that fully covers analysis scenarios such as presented by
Partington et al. [3], by providing both an integrated and interactive
approach to multi-cohort process performance comparison. Our
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previous work [5] proposed projecting performance statistics from
multiple cohorts on to a process model in the form of bar and triangle
charts. Some designs of visual graphs are adopted from there. However, the visualisations shown in [5] were manually drawn using
process statistics computed by another application and a simpliﬁed process model. The approach used for visualising waiting times
differences between cohorts is also problematic as it is based on
a linear layout of the process. To address these issues we revised
our approach to use three dimensional visualisation to visualise performance data on top of the process model rather than setting the
process model elements into different sizes and colours. With the
additional dimension, more metrics and multiple cohorts can be
displayed in one integrated view. It also enables users to interactively
split an event log and thus to easily explore different cohorts in the
dataset.
In summary, comparing the performance of process cohorts is
a problem of interest to industry and academia. However, while
various approaches have been presented that support different parts
of such an analysis, existing work on visual comparison of the
performance of multiple process cohorts using event logs still does
not provide the full capabilities required for some analysis scenarios
of interest to industry, as shown in Table 1.

3. Approach
As the literature review shows there is a lack of tools that enable
an intuitive and direct comparison of multiple process cohorts. In
order to address this issue, we propose a novel tool that enables a
visual comparison of such cohorts. This tool has been designed following a Design Science methodology as discussed in Section 3.1 by
identifying requirements for process cohort comparison in Section 3.2
and proposing design principles to satisfy these requirements in
Section 3.5. These requirements have been met by computing
performance indicators, as described in Section 3.3 and applying
visualisation theory, as described in Section 3.4.

Table 1
Comparison of existing tools for comparative process performance analysis.
Tools

Cohort split

Metric computation

Comparison capabilities

Interactive
cohort
exploration

Considers
parallelism

Process
metric
computation

Process
frequencies

Process
timing

Two
cohorts

Many
cohorts

Integrated
two cohorts

Integrated
many cohorts

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

ProM Inductive Visual Miner [7] , Disco [10] Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Minit [19]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

ProCube [15] , PMC [4]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

PMCube [16]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Misue [23]

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Buijs [14]

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Malik et al. [20]

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Basole et al. [21]

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Zhang et al. [22]

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Bolt et al. [11]

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Kriglstein et al. [13]

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Van Mourik [12]

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ProcessProﬁler3D

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ProM Replay plugin [6]

Bold entries highlight gaps in current tool support for comparative process cohort performance analysis.

Results presentation
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Fig. 2. Methodology overview.
Source: Adapted from Hevner [25].

3.1. Methodology
The goal of the presented work is to develop a tool that enables a
detailed comparison of the performance of multiple process cohorts.
Rather than ﬁnding a theoretical truth, it is therefore focussed on
achieving utility. The proposed tool has consequently been designed
and implemented following a Design Science methodology [24], as
described in Fig. 2.
The work was started by identifying an industry demand for a
tool to enable process cohort comparison. This need is evidenced in
a) the questions that our industry partners were asking and b) at
least three recent case studies [2–4] reporting similar questions from
industry. This industry need is therefore an input to the relevance
cycle [25]. Furthermore, in Section 2, we discussed why current
approaches are not well suited to address these questions. Based on
this analysis and by building on knowledge from visualisation and
process mining we identiﬁed ways to overcome the limitations of the
existing approaches. These inputs come from the rigor cycle.
Consequently, the design cycle of this project was concerned with
designing and implementing a tool for visual cohort comparison and
a rigorous evaluation of this tool’s utility for the described problem.
In the evaluation of our tool we were guided by Munzner’s nested
model for visualisation design and evaluation [26]. We focussed
our validation efforts primarily on layers two and three of the
model, namely the data/operation abstraction design and the encoding/interaction technique design. Validating the domain problem
characterisation is a long term endeavour and can only be done once
a suitable problem solution has been developed. Algorithm design
on the other hand was not really a concern as this work builds on
existing algorithms rather than proposing new ones. The validation
of the encoding/interaction technique design was complicated by
the fact that existing approaches do not fully support the intended
task of cohort comparison making a direct comparison unsuitable.
We therefore opted for a descriptive validation by demonstration
as described by Hevner [24]. In doing so we demonstrated that the
proposed tool can be used to answer questions about two industry
datasets with little effort. To validate the data/operation abstraction
design and complete the relevance cycle we evaluated the resulting
tool through a user study with two industry partners. The resulting
feedback motivated the implementation of additional features, but
also conﬁrmed that the industry partners found the proposed tool
useful for some analysis scenarios of interest.
In the rigor cycle, the abstraction of our solution, presented in
the form of design principles, adds to the scientiﬁc knowledge on
how to compare process cohorts. Since our contribution to knowledge draws on mature approaches from the ﬁeld of visualisation and
applies them to the novel problem of comparing process cohorts, it
can be classiﬁed as an “Exaptation” as per Gregor and Hevner [27].
In the following sections we will describe which theories were used

and how they were applied to address a set of new problems related
to comparison of multiple process cohorts.
3.2. Detailed requirements
In order to design an approach and implement a tool, we proceed
to discuss the requirements that stem from the given task. The aim
of the work presented here is to facilitate the comparison of performance of multiple cohorts of cases in an event log. As was discussed
in the related work, this aim already determines some high-level
requirements.
Overall, our approach needs to cover both preparing the data for
comparative analysis and presenting the data in a way that makes it
easy for the user to interpret. Preparing the data requires support for
two steps. Firstly, there needs to be a way to specify the cohorts the
user wants to compare (R1). Secondly, computing metrics through
which the performance of these cohorts can be compared is necessary (R2). Presenting the data in a way that makes it easy for the user
to interpret can most likely be achieved through visualisation. As discussed in the related work, an integrated approach to present the
data of more than two cohorts in one visualisation (R3) and to facilitate the comparison of this data (R4) is needed. Next, we break down
these requirements in more detail both by making logical arguments
and by using examples from the case studies [2–4] motivating this
research.
Firstly, we identify ways to split an event log into process cohorts
that can be compared. Generally, event logs contain information
related to cases and activities. We chose to deﬁne cohorts on the
case level, because a) many contextual factors affecting a case are
constant over the time of its execution, and b) the occurrence and
execution of activities that form a case is often based on these factors.
For example, Suriadi et al. [2] analyse cohorts of insurance claims
deﬁned by the amount of payout and the total time it took to process
these claims. Consequently, users should be able to deﬁne cohorts at
the case level (R1.1). The approach should then be able to automatically split the event log so that cases are grouped for the subsequent
computation of performance indicators and comparison (R1.2) to
avoid lengthy data migration between different tools.
Secondly, we identify metrics to compare the speciﬁed process
cohorts. The performance of cohorts can be compared by calculating different performance indicators using data in event logs both at
the case and at the model level [28]. For this work we focus on comparisons at the model level using node and node-pair related performance indicators. Conceptually, these indicators describe attributes
of activities (nodes in the model), such as the duration of an activity, and attributes related to pairs of activities that occur in sequence,
such as the waiting time between two activities. We chose this focus
as the model level is most likely to give interesting insights and can
beneﬁt from contextualisation of the performance data. For example,
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Fig. 3. Summary of the detailed requirements for an approach to visually compare process cohorts.

Partington et al. [3] use frequencies of occurrence between pairs
of activities to compare processes cohorts. Therefore, the proposed
approach needs to be able to compute these performance indicators
on the level of activities (R2.1) and activity-pairs (R2.2). In addition,
it should be possible to aggregate these values (R2.3) at higher levels
of abstraction. This can help with the analysis of very complex processes, as for example was the case with hospital processes discussed
by Partington et al. [3]. We furthermore identiﬁed the need to consider parallelism of activities in the performance analysis (R.2.4) in
the related work.
Thirdly, we need to identify how these performance indicators
can be presented to the user in a way that facilitates making sense of
the data. Consequently, we need to ﬁnd ﬁrst of all a way to visually
present the performance indicators for activities (R3.1) and activitypairs (R3.2). However, the performance indicator values have limited
meaning if presented on their own. The contextual variables that
give meaning to them are the cohort, and the activity or activity-pair
that these values describe. This means that these three values need
to be shown in combination to enable users to understand them.
Furthermore, in order to analyse why differences exist between process cohorts, the user also needs to see these differences in the
context of the interdependencies between activities. For example,
a bottleneck in a process can be found by ﬁnding an activity that
takes much longer than activities preceding and following this activity. The dependencies and ordering of activities can be represented
using a process model [1]. This contextual information will help the
user to better understand problems in the process. Consequently, it
is important to contextualise the performance data by visualising it
together with the process model (R3.3) and clearly showing which
cohort it describes (R3.4).
In relation to the speciﬁc task at hand, i.e. comparing process
cohorts, it should be possible to display multiple sets of data values
at once. Depending on the speciﬁc scenario, the analysis might then
require the user to compare performance indicators across activities or activity pairs to identify trends and bottlenecks (R4.1, R4.2) as
discussed above, compare values across cohorts (R4.3) or even both.
For example, Partington et al. [3], compare “hours till inpatient care”

and “hours in inpatient care” by aggregating time from duration and
waiting times along parts of the process model and then compare
these values between multiple cohorts.
An additional set of requirements (R5) is rooted in the generic
tasks users perform to explore and understand visual data [29]. A
number of visual mapping parameters (such as data normalisation
modes) should be accessible to the user to suit their scenario and
individual preferences (R5.1). Furthermore, displaying a large dataset
in an integrated way will lead to high visual complexity, therefore
the user should be able to reduce the visual complexity (R5.2).
A ﬁnal requirement (R6) stems from the way these tasks are
integrated. Not only does such an integration remove tool chain
interoperability issues as discussed by Partington et al. [3], it is
also the only way to enable truly interactive exploration of process
data. Interactivity is important for knowledge generation in visualisation [30] and its effects on knowledge generation processes and
outcomes have been demonstrated even for small interaction latencies [31]. The need to repeat steps of data ﬁltering and to iteratively
adjust the speciﬁcation of cohorts in order to ﬁnd meaningful cohorts
to compare has also been reported [3]. Fig. 3 summarises the requirements that have been derived from the task of visually comparing
process cohorts as discussed above.
Building a tool that meets these requirements should enable users
to intuitively compare process cohorts based on event data. The next
sections discuss design decisions made to satisfy these requirements
in turn.

3.3. Computation of performance-related statistics
To compute the performance statistics, we generally follow the
algorithms presented by Adriansyah [28]. We compute an alignment between a given event log and a Petri net process model [32]
using an existing ProM [33] plugin (“ Replay a Log on Petri net for
Performance/Conformance Analysis” [6]). Given this alignment we
can reconstruct the movement of tokens through the Petri net and
create a graph of dependencies between events in the event log, as

Fig. 4. Computation of performance indicators for case 1 in an event log. Each edge in the graph represents a time interval. Some performance indicators can be the sum of several
edges.
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shown in Fig. 4. Conceptually, each edge in this graph then represents a time interval. Therefore these edges can be used to calculate
timing statistics such as durations and waiting times of activities
using only addition and subtraction. This satisﬁes requirements R2.1
and R2.2. In addition, since process structure is encoded in the Petri
net, this approach also deals with concurrency of events in the log.
For example, without the graph, the waiting time of C would be
incorrectly calculated as Cstart − Bcomplete . The approach therefore also
satisﬁes requirement R2.4.
Our approach differs from that of Adriansyah [28] in two ways.
Firstly, the order of individual steps in the algorithm is reversed to
reduce computational overhead and enable interactive data exploration. Adriansyah’s approach assumes a fully prepared event log
for analysis. That means that to analyse two cohorts, the original
log would be split into two event logs and then each log is aligned
with the model before computing performance statistics. In order
to compare two different cohorts, the original log would have to
be split again, and both alignments with the model and the performance indicators would have to be recomputed. Our approach ﬁrst
aligns log and model once, then computes performance indicators
once. Then, instead of statistically summarising the calculated performance indicators at the time they are computed, we store each
individual value (i.e. edge in the dependency graph) for each case
contained in the log, using an online analytical processing (OLAP)
approach. This approach enables users to repeatedly split performance data into cohorts and quickly aggregated summary statistics
for each cohort from the individual values. Consequently, while the
alignment may still take a long time to compute (as in the approach
by Adriansyah), we only have to compute it once and can then calculate the performance data for each new cohort in real-time and
with much less overhead. This enables the dynamic aggregation of
performance statistics for user speciﬁed cohorts (at runtime), satisfying R1.2. Secondly, for hierarchical Petri nets we aggregate values
at higher levels of the process by adding up the time intervals of
connected edges that together represent a sub-process. Doing so
enables the display of performance indicators at multiple levels of
abstraction of the process, as required by R2.3.
An underlying assumption of this approach is that the structure
of the process model used for the computation does not change,
as the organisational process represented by the model should be
static over the course of analysis. However, analysts could be interested in adding levels of hierarchy to aggregate performance data for
different segments of the model. In principle, this is supported by
the approach, as the underlying process structure does not change
and only the aggregation step would have to be repeated for new
subprocesses, which generally takes little time.

3.4. Visualisation design
Our requirements discuss that all cohort performance values
including their association to a cohort, an activity in the process
and any dependencies with other activities should be presented in
one view. We therefore need to encode performance statistics and
contextual variables pertaining to these statistics, such as process
cohorts and activity they belong to, in different visual dimensions of
that view. In general, data can be encoded in one of seven visual variables, such as shape, colour, size, orientation, brightness, texture and
position of a visual element [34]. The performance data exists in the
form of counts, such as frequency of occurrence, and time spans, such
as activity duration and waiting time. In both forms it is continuous
and can potentially have a large range of values. The largest capacity
of values that can be visually distinguished is in the size variable [35],
making size an ideal dimension to encode performance data in.
Existing approaches to performance visualisation therefore often
encode performance data in the visual parameters of process model
elements and consequently present a process model, such as the
size of an activity. However, such an approach can only encode one
dimension of data. For the comparison of two cohorts one can instead
encode the difference between these cohorts to work around this
limitation, but we want to be able to compare more than two cohorts.
Bar charts are a common approach to visually compare multiple values encoded in size along the same dimension. However, bar charts
do not provide a way of encoding dependencies the way a process
model does. We therefore combine principles from both visualisations, by overloading the space of the process model with additional
visual elements [36], one for each cohort per activity. However, we
encode the data values in the size of the visual elements in a dimension that is orthogonal to the two dimensions used for the process
model. Using this third, orthogonal, dimension of height exclusively
to visualise the performance statistics values means that all values
can be seen relative to the ground plane. Our encoding uses the principle of superimposition as all data is encoded along one dimension
(i.e. “height”) and therefore facilitates comparing values in the same
way a bar chart does [36], supporting both global comparison of values and comparison of local values within a model wide overview
context [29]. At the same time this approach minimises occlusion
and layout issues and maximises perceptual popout, enabling the
user to view the data while not losing any of the data’s context [18].
As mentioned in the requirements earlier, the data also requires
context information to understand it properly. The visual elements
are drawn connected to the model elements they describe, using
the principle of “connectedness” [35] to signify which piece of data
belongs to which activity or pair of activities in the process model. In

Fig. 5. Visualisation of performance statistic values relative to red cohort value using colour coded bar charts (left) and triangle charts (right) on top of activities.
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addition, there are always multiple but few cohorts (2–8), which can
be considered a nominal variable in terms of data. The human visual
system can distinguish colours most effectively, especially a range of
7–10 different colours [35]. We therefore chose colour to represent
visual glyphs of one cohort satisfying requirement R3.4.
In the case of performance statistics belonging to an activity we
draw visual glyphs, previously introduced by Pini et al. [5], on top
of the activity. The two main techniques that are used to compare
relative values between cohorts for each activity are bar charts and
triangle charts (see Fig. 5). The ﬁrst technique shows the value of
the ﬁrst variable for a transition for each cohort as the height of a
coloured bar and the relative value of a second variable as width of
each bar segment. This enables displaying performance indicators
such as the duration of an activity together with contextual information, such as how often the activity occurred. The second technique
can show two variables as width and height of an isosceles triangle
to the same effect.
For activity pairs, we utilise an arc visualisation, inspired by an
iso-line approach taken from sun radiation visualisations [37]. Arc
visualisations have traditionally sought to show connectedness relationships between diagram components [38] and in our approach,
the arc starts at one activity of the respective activity pair and ends
at the other. The height of the arc signiﬁes the magnitude of the
visualised value as shown in Fig. 6.
To prevent cognitive overload, users are provided with ways to
ﬁlter out and aggregate information as forms of complexity management. Firstly, due to the use of a three-dimensional space for
visualisation the user can move and rotate the camera in all three
dimensions. This way the user can focus the view on regions of interest in the process model so that uninteresting data is outside of the
view region or to avoid occlusion issues. Secondly, users can see
aggregated data using hierarchy in the process model and ﬁlter out
irrelevant data by selecting individual model elements or cohorts of
interest. These features satisfy requirements R5.1 and R5.2.
Overall these principles have been chosen to enable an intuitive
visualisation and comparison of performance data from multiple
cohorts.
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out general design principles from this solution that will provide
guidance in the development of other tools for process cohort comparison. These principles explicate abstract features of form and
function inherent in the design of our instantiation and relate these
features to the identiﬁed requirements in order to provide guidance for the development of further artifacts of the same class. They
thereby constitute explanatory design theory as per Baskerville and
Pries-Heje [39].
Fundamentally, comparing the performance of process cohorts
requires preparing and presenting the performance data. Preparation usually includes splitting the event log into cohorts, aggregating
event data to a sensible level of detail and computing performance
indicators for each cohort. As reported by Partington et al. [3] this
process is often repeated as cohorts have to be adjusted and the focus
of interest shifts between different parts of the process. We discussed
earlier that for gaining insights into data interactive data exploration
is important [30]. In order to make data exploration interactive, we
needed to reduce a) the time users spend moving data back and forth
between different tools and b) the time spent recomputing alignments between log and model. To this end, we needed to integrate
both data preparation and data presentation. We therefore posit that
a tight integration of data preparation and presentation should allow
users to interactively explore their process data and in turn compare
process cohorts more effectively:
• DP1: Integrate data preparation and data presentation to
enable interactive data exploration.
To address requirements relating to the computation of process
performance metrics for cohort comparison in more detailed we
propose three additional design principles:
• DP2: Enable users to specify concurrent activities to correctly
compute performance indicators in the presence of parallelism
• DP3: Enable users to deﬁne cohorts interactively to test
hypotheses
• DP4: Present performance data at multiple levels of abstraction
to allow users to gain an overview of the data and drill-down
for details-on-demand.

3.5. Design principles
We have shown in the related work, that support for process
cohort comparison is still fragmented and no existing approach satisﬁes all the requirements we have identiﬁed in the previous section.
We see this as an indication that general guidance on designing solutions that address this problem may be needed. While we have discussed speciﬁc design decisions that were made in order to develop
a system that addresses all requirements, we also want to abstract

Firstly, process data in the form of event logs usually serialises
the entire process and loses dependency and concurrency information in doing so. However, this information can often be relevant in
performance analysis, for example when computing waiting times
between different parts of the process. An approach for cohort comparison should therefore enable the user to provide domain knowledge, for example in the form of a process model, so that the analysis
is aware of the underlying process structure. Secondly, as has been

Fig. 6. Visualisation of performance statistic values using colour coded arcs between activity pairs.
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Table 2
Summary of design decisions that implement design principles and satisfy our requirements.
DP1

OLAP approach enables interactive data preparation and presentation

DP2

Align event log with process model for computation of node and node pair related
PIs in the presence of parallelism

R6
R2.1
R2.2
R2.3
R1.1

DP3

OLAP approach enables splitting data into cohorts, activities and PI types

DP4

OLAP approach can aggregate data on multiple levels of abstraction interactively

R2.3

Visual glyphs from Pini et al. [5] enable presentation of node related PIs

R3.1

Use of arcs enables presentation of node pair related PIs

R3.2

R1.2

DP6

DP5

Show ﬂat process model

R3.3

Use of colour to show association of visual glyphs with cohorts

R3.4

Node related PI visual glyphs and node pair related PI arcs are connected to nodes
in process model, superimposed in shared vertical axis for easy comparison

R4.1
R4.2

Values for different cohorts share vertical axis, related values are located nearby

R4.3

Different glyphs and normalisation modes can be used to customize visualisation

R5.1

Navigation of 3D space, zoom and ﬁlter can be used to manage view complexity

R5.2

DP7

discussed above, the ability to interactively deﬁne cohorts and split
the event log is important for cohort comparison. Finally, real-world
processes can be very complex, therefore comparing them at a high
level and then drilling down into the details that are of interest can
help to make the comparison more manageable. Partington et al. [3],
for example, discuss how they aggregated metrics for several higherlevel stages of the hospital process to deal with the complexity of
their process model for analysis. We therefore argue that it is necessary that an effective approach to compare process cohorts needs to
enable users to compare their cohorts at different levels of detail.
When comparing process cohorts using performance metrics the
presentation of cohort performance should make the identiﬁcation
and understanding of differences between multiple cohorts easy. We
present three more design principles that can be used to guide the
design of process cohort comparison approaches to do so.
• DP5: Visualise cohort performance data in one integrated view
to facilitate comparison
• DP6: Present related data in orthogonal dimensions to enable
contextualisation of the data
• DP7: Enable users to navigate and ﬁlter the visualisation to
manage view complexity.
Firstly, we propose that all the relevant data attributes for cohort
performance comparison need to be presented in one integrated
view. We reiterate that multiple data attributes (such as association of cohort, activity, performance indicator) are integral to the
analysis task and juxtaposing multiple complex visualisations scales
badly and makes the analysis harder for the user [17]. A solution to
this problem is therefore an integrated visualisation that shows all

the relevant data in one view. Secondly, presenting multiple data
attributes in one view is not trivial as this requires that multiple sets
of values (i.e. the average waiting time in each cohort for one speciﬁc activity) a) can be viewed at the same time, b) can be clearly
distinguished from each other and c) can be distinguished from unrelated values (such as the waiting times for other activities) so that
no visual overload occurs. One way to ensure that different values
can be clearly separated and related values can be clearly compared
is to use a separate visual dimension for each attribute. This way
superimposition can be used to ensure good comparability of values
and preattentive processing can be used to ﬁlter out unrelated data.
Lastly, in addition to presenting the data in a cognitively eﬃcient
way, the user should also be provided with ways to manually manage
view complexity.
Together, these design principles inform the design of an approach
to compare process cohort performance effectively. Table 2 shows how
the requirements identiﬁed earlier are met by design decisions that
were made and which design principles these decisions implement.
Next we will demonstrate that the designed approach for cohort comparison is feasible and has been implemented as a research prototype
tool by discussing our implementation.

4. Implementation
As a proof of concept the computation of performance indicators
as described above, as well as the visualisation of the performance
indicators, have been implemented in two separate plug-ins for
ProM [33]. The “Process Proﬁler 3D: Generate Performance Proﬁle”
plug-in calculates performance statistics for a given Petri net by

Fig. 7. Process Proﬁler 3D: Generate Performance Proﬁle - ProM plugin overview.
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Fig. 8. An example of the performance data that is stored in the data cube. To compute the summary statistics we group rows by A) cohort B) node or node pair ID C) PI label and
then D) summarise over the grouped values.

replaying a given event log (Section 4.1). The “Process Proﬁler 3D:
Visualise Performance Proﬁle” plug-in visualises the data in various ways that support the identiﬁcation of performance differences
between process cohorts (Section 4.2).
4.1. Creation of a performance statistics enriched net
For the computation of performance data, a number of steps are
performed which are discussed in this section. Fig. 7 provides a high
level overview of the operations the plugin performs.
For this work we assume the presence of an event log that
contains at least timestamps for the completion of all activities. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a process model which has
a high ﬁtness for the event log in the form of a Petri net. A misaligned process model can result in the computation of incorrect
performance metrics. While this assumption is not trivial, several
techniques are available to manually create or automatically mine
such models from event logs [1]. Similarly, hierarchy in process models can be achieved either by automatic decomposition or manual
editing in process modelling tools such as WoPeD [40]. For the replay
of logs on hierarchical Petri nets the hierarchical net is projected
into a ﬂat net. This projection is performed automatically by recursively replacing each activity with its corresponding subnet. Then a
replay of the event log on the process model is performed using the
replay plugin of ProM to create an alignment between the Petri net
model and the log. Using the resulting alignment, the ﬂow of tokens
through the Petri net is reconstructed. The reconstruction enables
the identiﬁcation of dependencies between the events in the log and
is used to calculate the required performance indicators. We calculate the performance indicators by recording a token path for each
move of a token on the Petri net from one place to another. Each
token path instance is linked to preceding token path instances that
created the tokens it consumed and stores the event in the event log
that it corresponds to. Each token path instance also has timestamps

attached to its beginning and end based on when the token in the
start place was created and when it was created in the end place.
Each activity in the process is now represented by one or more
consecutive token path instances that each represent a time span.
Consequently, each case of the process is represented by a directed
graph annotated with timestamps. We can therefore compute timespans between different activities by traversing this graph, which
results in a composite path with a start and complete timestamp. The
time span that is represented by this composite path is one performance indicator value. The resulting performance indicator values
are then stored in the data cube.
The interactive comparison of process cohorts is supported by the
use of data warehousing techniques [41], in the form of a relational
online analytical processing (ROLAP) datacube, to store individual
performance indicator values and attributes that describe their context in a database. Fig. 8 shows an example of the data that is
stored in this datacube. As shown, there exist zero or more performance indicator values for each case in the database. An example
of a database row for a performance indicator value would be a
numeric value representing the waiting time for one activity executed in one case of the event log, the case identiﬁer of the case,
the identiﬁer of the activity and the label identifying the semantics of the stored value, i.e. identifying the value as a waiting time.
The identiﬁer of the cohort that case is currently assigned to is also
stored and updated whenever the cohort speciﬁcation changes. This
approach enables us to dynamically split the dataset into cohorts
based on these attributes, which is known as “slice&dice” (satisfying
R1.2) and to aggregate statistical summaries of the indicators (such
as minimum, maximum and mean) at runtime, which is commonly
referred to as “roll-up” operation (satisfying R2.3). Furthermore, performance values for activities are computed and stored at each level
of the hierarchy provided by the process model, so that the user
can view performance summaries at different levels-of-detail. By
using these operations, users can interactively explore the dataset

Fig. 9. Process Proﬁler 3D: Visualiser - ProM plugin.
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Fig. 10. Left: visualisation of differences in waiting time between transitions; center and right: speciﬁcation of process cohorts based on case level attributes of the event log.

and test their hypotheses rather than having to recompute the
performance statistics for each different question they would like
to investigate. In addition, since the performance data is computed
and stored independently of the layout of the process model, users
can modify the model layout and still visualise the data without
having to recompute it. While it would be possible in principle to
let users insert additional levels of hierarchy into the model interactively by re-aggregating performance data, our implementation
currently does not support this, as adding model editing features
would have signiﬁcantly increased the complexity of the implementation. The complete implementation of the algorithm can be
found in the code repository at https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/
Packages/ProcessProﬁler3D/.
4.2. Performance data visualisation
The performance data is visualised in widgets on top of the (hierarchical) Petri net. Fig. 9 shows an example of cohort performance
data visualised using the performance proﬁle visualisation plugin
for the ProM framework. In order to reduce layout and overlap
issues when visualising this data, a three-dimensional approach was
chosen in which the Petri net is shown in two dimensions and performance data is visualised in the third dimension. This approach
enables the user to handle overlap or information overload by changing the perspective from which the data is shown. As suggested by
the design principles (see Section 3.5), the plug-in provides functionality for visualising cohort performance data, managing view
complexity and deﬁning process cohorts.
Currently several visualisation techniques are available to compare the statistics data calculated for each transition including twodimensional barcharts and triangle glyphs. Furthermore, statistical
data that relates to connections between transitions, such as waiting

times between activities, can be visualised using the arc visualisation
technique described in Section 3.4 (see Fig. 10). If the values of some
cohorts are close and overlap, we merge the arcs to avoid visibility
issues. In that case the arc will be drawn with coloured stripes for
each cohort that it is representing.
In order to manage the complexity of the visualisation, users of
the plug-in are provided with options to abstract, ﬁlter and normalise data. Firstly, abstraction is provided on the level of the Petri
net. If the net is hierarchical the user can view the aggregated performance statistics of a transition and open up the subprocess to view
data at a lower level (see Fig. 9). Secondly, the user can choose to
hide visualisations concerning speciﬁc transitions, arcs and cohorts.
Thirdly, three normalisation modes are provided to normalise visualisation elements at the level of a transition, sub-process or the entire
model. Additionally, visualisation arcs can be normalised by cohort,
as discussed in Section 3.4.
Process cohorts can be speciﬁed by the user at runtime. To specify
a cohort, the user selects a case attribute available in the event log
and then speciﬁes which cases are included in the cohort by selecting
the set of attribute values that should be included (see Fig. 10). The
plug-in then automatically aggregates and displays the performance
statistics for the speciﬁed process cohorts.
Overall, the two ProM plug-ins together implement the framework for visual process performance comparison that has been
described in Section 3. They enable the comparison of event log
cohort performance in a quick and intuitive visual manner.
5. Validation
In this section, two evaluations of the utility of the prototype tool
will be presented. We deﬁne utility as the tool’s ability to enable users
to compare the performance of multiple process cohorts interactively.

Fig. 11. Analysis of case runtime by injury severity grouped into four cohorts in ProcessProﬁler3D. A trend change can be observed after the Check Liability activity in the process
for both the injury severity “Not reported” cases (red) and the “High” injury severity cases (yellow).
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Firstly, this utility will be demonstrated by showing how the tool can
be used to analyse two industry datasets. Secondly, an in-depth user
study that was performed with the practitioners from two organisations will be discussed. These evaluations were performed in the
context of a larger research initiative on identifying impediments
to insurance claims processing which is supported by Queensland
Motor Accidents Insurance Commission and the Queensland Government. The scope of the analysis reported in this paper is limited to
the evaluation of the utility of the prototype and the comments provided by the participants in the user study are also limited to the
impressions that the participants have about the prototype tool.
5.1. Demonstration with industry datasets
As a ﬁrst step in the validation of the prototype tool, two industry
data-sets were analysed using the different functionalities supported
by the tool. The ﬁrst event log was provided by the Nominal Defendant (ND), an organisation that provides insurance compensation for
injuries resulting from negligent driving of unidentiﬁed or unregistered motor vehicles in Queensland, Australia. The event log contains
data relating to 964 insurance claim cases handled by the Nominal
Defendant between 2006 and 2015. The log consists of 25,571 events
with 66 distinct activities. The median claim took 23.3 months to
handle from start to ﬁnish. Another event log was provided by the
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland (RACQ), a licensed Queensland
CTP insurer. The process for claims handling is similar to the Nominal Defendant on a high level, but the details of claims handling
differ. The event log contains data relating to 1091 claim cases handled by RACQ between January 2012 and July 2015 and consists of
44,786 events with 65 distinct activities. The median claim took 16.7
months to handle from start to ﬁnish. Both logs also include several
case attributes that describe the context of the handled claim, such
as the severity of claimant injury, plaintiff and defendant law ﬁrms
involved in the case and anonymised information about the claimant.
After an initial cleaning of the log data, hierarchical Petri net models
of both claim handling processes were constructed from these logs.
We validated the models with the Nominal Defendant and RACQ
by explaining the model to their process managers and conﬁrming
that they represent the processes correctly. We analysed both logs
to answer multiple questions for both industry partners. To demonstrate the utility of the tool, two examples taken from this analysis
will be discussed. A question of particular interest to the Nominal
Defendant was how the severity of the injury affects process performance. RACQ wanted to know whether there are differences in
process performance based on the region the solicitor’s oﬃces are
located in.
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The ﬁrst question was investigated by splitting the dataset into
process cohorts based on the reported injury severity of the claimant.
This resulted in four cohorts: “Not reported” (235 cases), “Low”
(666 cases), “High” (25 cases) and “Uncertain” (38 cases). The “Not
reported” cohort contains cases for which the dataset did not contain injury severity scores. Cases with “Low” injury severity involve
injuries that are generally considered not life-threatening, ranging
from minor lacerations to multiple bone fractures. Cases with “High”
injury severity involve injuries that are considered life-threatening
or fatal. The “Uncertain” cohort contains cases where it has not yet
been possible to judge the impact of an injury, e.g. in the case of a
severe head injury. The average case runtime per cohort was then
visualised on top of the high-level process model, normalised per
activity (see Fig. 11). It can be clearly seen that cases with high injury
severity overall take longer than cases with low injury severity, as
indicated by the bar chart on the last activity. Interestingly, we can
also clearly observe that cases with the injury severity being either
“Not reported” or “Uncertain” take more time than any other cohort
in the early stages of the process and then proceed much faster
towards the end of the process.
The second question was investigated by splitting the event log
into four cohorts, based on the postcode of the claimant solicitor’s
oﬃces. To this end, the postcodes were grouped into four geographic
regions that are meaningful to the industry partner. The ﬁrst cohort
includes Brisbane’s urban and suburban area (394 cases). The second
cohort includes the remainder of South East Queensland including
the Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast regions (186 cases). The third
cohort contains the remainder of Queensland (67 cases) and the ﬁnal
region groups all solicitors with oﬃces outside of Queensland (22
cases). When the average waiting time between all activities is visualised per cohort (see Fig. 12), it can be seen that no clear differences
emerge and only two arcs stick out of the rest of the visualisation. On
closer investigation, these two arcs represent only three cases each,
so they constitute outliers, rather than signiﬁcant trends. From this,
we can conclude that there are no signiﬁcant differences visible for
cohorts based on the location of claimant solicitor’s oﬃces.
Overall, we successfully used the tool to investigate multiple
questions that were of interest to our industry partners and discussed two of them as examples. The proposed tool exposes patterns
in the data that would have remained unnoticed using traditional
spreadsheet-based approaches. Moreover, the results can be related
much better to the actual process as trends over time (in this case
not relating to absolute time spans, but rather progression through
the process) can also be discerned. These examples involving realworld data-sets demonstrate that the tool can indeed be useful for
an objective comparison of process cohorts.

Fig. 12. Analysis of the average waiting time by claimant solicitor’s oﬃce location grouped into four cohorts in ProcessProﬁler3D. Most arcs are merged for all cohorts, indicating
that there is no signiﬁcant difference in waiting times between the cohorts. A few individual case outliers can be seen sticking out.
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5.2. User study
While the demonstration provided some evidence that the proposed approach to comparative analysis works, demonstrating the
relevance of the tool in a real-world setting is an important part of
design science. To gather in-depth feedback on how the tool would
perform in such an environment, a study was performed with our
two industry partners (ND and RACQ, see Section 5.1).
In this study we investigate ease-of-use and usefulness of the
proposed tool for industry practitioners, as they are major factors
inﬂuencing adoption of technology [42]. We adopt the deﬁnitions of
Davis [42], who deﬁnes ease-of-use as “the degree to which a person
believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” and usefulness as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular
system would enhance his or her job performance”. We therefore
wanted to identify individuals in the organisations that would use
such a tool in their work. We used a purposeful sampling strategy,
snowball sampling [43], to identify 12 individuals involved in process
management and execution in both organisations across a variety
of roles, including team leaders, managers, business intelligence and
data analysis roles. The tool prototype was demonstrated to these
individuals by visualising log data from each organisation and letting
the stakeholders propose conﬁgurations of visualisation parameters
to gain insights from the data. The purpose of this demo was to give
them an understanding of what kind of insights can be gained with
the proposed tool and how much effort would be involved in using
it. Afterwards their opinions and feedback on the tool were collected
with a set of Likert-scale questions modiﬁed from the perceived easeof-use and perceived usefulness scales of the TAM questionnaire [42]
and a semi-structured interview with open-ended questions. The
questionnaire covers two topic areas: the perceived ease-of-use of
the visualisation (PT1–PT10) and the perceived usefulness of the prototype tool (PT11–PT16). Answers on a 7-point Likert-scale ranged
from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (7).
Both measurement scales showed high reliability, with Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients of 0.832, 0.934 respectively. The perceived
ease-of-use was overall rated positive, whereas the perceived usefulness was rated less positive. This observation has been conﬁrmed by
testing whether responses are signiﬁcantly different from the neutral response using a one-sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (see
Table 3). A precondition for this test is that each pair is chosen randomly and independently. While a purposeful sampling approach
was used to identify the participants, the preconditions for the test
have not been violated, as each individual was engaged in a separate time slot and no screening of participants was performed by the
research team. There is no indication that the sample of participants

engaged in this way would differ signiﬁcantly from the target population (i.e. all process data analysts in any organisation). The results
show that for 13 of the 16 questions the responses are signiﬁcantly
different and on the positive side. The medians for PT1-PT10, however, are higher than those for PT11–PT16. While these results should
not be over-interpreted due to the low number of participants, we
were able to conﬁrm these sentiments in the qualitative analysis of
our interviews with the same participants as well.
The interviews were transcribed and the comments of the 12 participants were coded independently by two members of the research
team to categorise the comments. A meeting to converge on shared
categories found that, despite slight differences, the categories of
both coders mapped well to each other. As a result three main
categories of statements made by the participants were identiﬁed:
positive comments about the tool, negative comments about the tool
and suggestions for improving the tool. The categories of the second
coder also led to the decision to split both the positive and negative comment categories into ease-of-use and usefulness related
subcategories.
Regarding the ease-of-use of the tool, the majority of participants
stated that it helped them to quickly identify anomalies and trends
in the data. Some participants felt that the visualisation integrates
well with their mental model of the process and therefore enables an
easy comparison with existing process knowledge. The participants
generally found the visualisation impressive and appealing and many
participants stated that overview, drill-down and the normalisation
modes were helpful in gaining insights into the data. While some participants felt that the tool would be easy to learn and easier to use than
spreadsheets, a few participants thought the 3D aspect could make
the tool diﬃcult to use and would require training. There were also
concerns that business users might be unfamiliar with the terminology used for visualisation parameters and the interface being more
complex than some existing (but less powerful) tools. Two speciﬁc
issues with the visualisation were mentioned. Firstly, two participants noted that the arc visualisation can be hard to read when
it gets crowded. Secondly, a participant pointed-out that bolder
colours used to indicate speciﬁc cohorts might affect the perception
of their dominance over the process model. A summary of the themes
concerning the ease-of-use of the tool is provided in Table 4.
Talking about usefulness, the majority of the participants thought
the tool can be used to draw relevant insights from process data if data
and process models of high quality are available. One person pointed
out that the tool could improve process analysis by reducing the role of
instinct and guesswork in analysing the data. Many participants agreed
that the tool enabled them to quickly identify areas that required further analysis and helped them to conﬁrm or question pre-conceptions

Table 3
One-sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to determine signiﬁcant difference from neutral response. Answers differ statistically signiﬁcantly from the neutral response at p < 0.05.
PT

Question

Z

Med.

Sig.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

I found the visualisation easy to learn.
I found exploring the data using the visualisation was easy.
I found the parameters of the visualisation system easy to understand.
I found it easy to combine parameters to create visualisations.
I found it easy to see the relationships between cohorts in the visualisation.
I found the data in 3D visualisation to be hard to track when moved.
I found the organisation of the data in the visualisation to be clear.
I found it straightforward to understand the visualisation tasks presented to me by the research staff.
I found it easy to compare a cohort with other cohorts.
I found it easy to view a subset of cohorts from the set of cohorts presented.
Using the 3D visualisation would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly.
Using the 3D visualisation would improve my job performance.
Using the 3D visualisation in my job would increase my productivity.
Using the 3D visualisation would enhance my effectiveness on the job.
Using the 3D visualisation would make it easier to do my job.
I would ﬁnd the 3D visualisation useful in my job.

3.140
2.818
2.790
2.842
2.980
−0.426
3.035
3.213
3.134
3.002
2.326
2.333
1.667
2.157
1.035
2.156

6
5
6
6
5.5
3.5
6
6
6
6
5
4.5
4
5
4
4.5

0.002
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.670
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.020
0.02
0.096
0.031
0.301
0.031

Bold entries highlight gaps in current tool support for comparative process cohort performance analysis.
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Table 4
Themes surrounding the ease-of-use of the tool.
Positive

Negative

• Visualisation is impressive and appealing
• Would be easier to use than spreadsheets and easy to learn
• Helped quickly and easily identify anomalies, outliers, differences and trends in data
• Overview, drill-down and normalisation modes are good to gain insight into data
• Visualisation integrates well with mental model of process

• User interface not (business) user-friendly
• Tool has more overhead than simpler tools
• 3D is perceived as diﬃcult and would require training
• Arc visualisation sometimes hard to read
• Colour codes for cohort can affect perceived dominance of a cohort

about process performance for different cohorts. The various features of the tool, such as providing a quick overview of all data,
drill-down into the details and normalisation modes, were perceived
as good for analysing and managing complex processes. Some participants also came up with additional use-cases for the tool that we
had not considered. Firstly, it was suggested that the interactive view
could improve process understanding of stakeholders as it was easier
to understand than paper printouts of the process. Secondly, some
participants suggested that the visualisation could be used to justify
process changes by demonstrating differences in process performance
to other stakeholders.
Despite these overall positive comments, three participants were
uncertain about the business value of the application, due to perceived limitations of the tool. One problem mentioned is that the
data that is currently recorded and available for analysis often does
not provide enough detail to create interesting and business relevant
insights. Consequently, while the participants saw the usefulness of
the visualisation aspect in the demonstration of the tool, some of
them did not ﬁnd the insights gained from the presented analysis scenarios particularly surprising from a business perspective. Another
issue is the availability of a good process model that ﬁts the event log
while being human-readable. Some participants also mentioned that
managing simple processes may not require the level of sophistication
provided by the tool and is already covered by simpler tools.
The speciﬁc skills required to use the tool may also create a barrier
to using the tool for business users. For example, four participants
were concerned that people without suﬃcient process modelling
expertise or domain knowledge would not be able to understand
and use the tool. An interesting discussion, as to whether the tool’s
analytic capabilities would be more beneﬁcial for managers, process
participants or both, emerged from these points. However, many
of the issues constraining the usefulness of the tool are contextual
rather than inherent to the tool itself. Accordingly, given high quality data on a complex process and for a business user with process
knowledge, the tool would likely be very useful. These issues are all
summarised in Table 5 below:
The participants also suggested a number of features that would
improve the usefulness of the tool in a business scenario. While the
tool currently works exclusively on the level of process cohorts multiple participants thought it would be good to be able to identify
speciﬁc cases in an event log (e.g. outliers) and to export those cases
for further analysis using other tools. Furthermore, while people
thought the visualisation enabled a quick comparison of cohorts they
wanted additional features to quantify these differences and conﬁrm
their statistical signiﬁcance. Participants also wanted to be able to
deﬁne more complex cohorts, by splitting the data using multiple log

attributes at once. It was suggested that the tool should be able
to guide the user to unexpected insights in the analysis, rather than
just conﬁrm hypotheses the user has already got an intuition about.
Finally, some participants were interested in seeing other perspectives such as the resource and cost perspectives integrated into the
analysis. These suggestions are summarised in Table 6.
In summary, the participants liked the way data was visualised on
the process model. However, the 3D aspect was received with mixed
perceptions. The participants felt that the 3D is both appealing and
made sense for the visualisation, but also felt that they would need
training or at least more time to get used to it. On the other hand, perceptions of the tool’s usefulness were more hesitant, suggesting that
it would likely be of use once an appropriate target user group has
been identiﬁed and trained in both process knowledge and the use of
the tool. Furthermore, the limited availability of good process models
and high quality process data could undermine the usefulness of the
tool. These ﬁndings therefore reﬂect the sentiments present in the
questionnaire results, but provide more in-depth insights into how
these perceptions were formed.
5.3. Discussion
Overall, our evaluation provides support for the approach we
have developed. While the user study uncovered several constraints
that currently limit the usefulness of the proposed tool in a business environment, participants believed that organisations could use
it to pinpoint the inﬂuence of different contextual factors on their
complex processes quickly and easily, once issues with availability
and quality of data are resolved and individuals received appropriate
training. As the tool embodies our design principles, the evaluation
of our tool in a broader sense also reﬂects on the utility of our design
principles [44]. This also shows in some comments made by participants in the user study. People saying that the tool helped them to
quickly and easily identify differences between cohort supports our
design principle of presenting data in one integrated view for comparison (DP5). The comment that overview and drill-down features
helped to identify areas on which to focus the analysis supports our
principle of presenting data at different levels of abstraction (DP4).
Furthermore, the suggestions that the visualisation integrates well
with the stakeholders’ mental model, could improve understanding
of the process and would be useful for presenting analysis results
indicate that the contextualisation of the data worked as intended,
which provides support for our principle of using orthogonal dimensions to contextualise the performance data (DP6).
A factor that limits the validity of our conclusions regarding
individual design principles is the question of how well our prototype

Table 5
Themes surrounding the usefulness of the tool.
Positive

Negative

• Could be used to draw insights, if constraints addressed
• Would replace instinct with hard facts
• Could improve understanding of process
• Helped identify areas to focus analysis on
• Good for managing complex processes
• Useful for presentation of analysis ﬁndings

• Availability of good process model and data are perceived as limiting current analyses
• Users need process and domain knowledge to interpret ﬁndings
• Simpler tools exist for many use cases
• Need to identify target audience: managers or process participants?
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Table 6
Additional features suggested by interview participants.
• Should be able to identify and export cases from analysis
• Should have quantitative analyses and link numbers and visualisation more strongly
• Should have multidimensional splits
• Could have more dimensions
• Should be able to guide user to unexpected results

tool actually implements each principle, i.e. the instantiation validity of our tool [45]. As the principles abstract the design choices we
have made for our approach, we expect that the tool implements all
of the principles, however, the level of abstraction still leaves much
ﬂexibility in the design that could invalidate some of the conclusions.
For example, observations that the arc visualisations can get crowded
and that colour codes might affect the perceived dominance of certain cohorts in the visualisation can either indicate a problem of our
implementation (i.e. our choice of visual glyphs and dimensions) or a
problem with our principles to visualise all data in orthogonal dimensions and in one integrated view (DP5 & DP6). Overall, however, we
regard the utility of the tool as an emergent property of the combined
features captured in all the design principles put together. Therefore,
while we generally regard the principles as falsiﬁable, we chose not
to focus our evaluation on individual design principles. Consequently,
we see the overall positive results of our evaluation as support for our
approach in general and provisional support for the design principles.
While our evaluations provide some supporting evidence that the
proposed approach can be of use to organisations there are some limitations to this claim. An important limitation stems from the lack
of truly comparable approaches that also visually show performance
differences for process cohorts. We chose not to perform a deﬁnitive and quantitative evaluation of our approach as this could only
have been applied to aspects, such as the visualisation component,
of the approach. The internal validity of our evaluation regarding the
design principles is therefore limited. Instead we opted for increased
ecological validity by using the approach with industry partners
and applying it to industry datasets. This improved construct validity (with the exception of the link to the design principles) as we
were able to measure utility in a realistic environment. However,
we acknowledge that we only used subjective measures of this utility. In addition, the organisations used in the evaluation had fairly
structured processes and were able to automatically log large parts
of their processes. Consequently, both the representativeness and
generalisability (i.e. the external validity) of our ﬁndings is somewhat limited as well and further research will need to establish
whether organisations with more dynamic and diﬃcult to log processes, for example in healthcare, would ﬁnd the approach as useful.
Furthermore, summarising statements into categories by paraphrasing carries some danger of researcher bias. We used dual-coding to
reduce this risk, but interpreting natural language is inherently subjective. Thus, while we note these limitations may affect the level of
support we found for our prototype tool, we believe that they lend at
least tentative support for the main contribution of our work, which
provides an approach for comparative process cohort analysis and
the design principles that provide general guidance for the design of
other process cohort comparison systems.

6. Conclusion
The interest in process mining is rapidly growing as is reﬂected
by the number of commercial tools and real-life applications. Current
tools provide functionality to analyse the performance and compliance of one process. Unfortunately, the comparison of cohorts of cases
is seldom supported by contemporary tools. We argue that such comparisons are vital for process analysis. One may wish to compare
different types of costumers, different outcomes, different process

variants, different departments, etc. These process cohorts can be categorised based on any relevant context of interest (e.g. insurance claims
submitted during storm season, patients with a high injury severity
score that arrive at the hospital during peak hours). Consequently, this
research proposed, implemented and evaluated a comparative process visualisation tool to address this issue. Firstly, requirements for
such tool support were elaborated. A number of design principles are
then proposed to meet these requirements. A prototype implementation of the approach as part of the process mining framework ProM
demonstrated the viability of building a working system based on
the proposed principles. Our validation of the tool with two industry
datasets and practitioners shows that it can be applied to real world
event log analysis scenarios and that business users see the tool as
potentially useful. However, factors that currently limit the usefulness of the tool have also been identiﬁed. Future research therefore
needs to focus on how to overcome these constraints and increase the
perceived usefulness of the tool in organisations. In addition, the evaluation pointed to several ways the comparative capability supported
by the tool can be extended. For instance, the tool can be extended
to include additional perspectives in the visual comparison, such as
the involvement of different resources/roles across multiple cohorts
and the potential impact that could have on the performance statistics. Another interesting extension would be to add automated visual
analytics algorithms to the tool to suggest points-of-interest for the
user to investigate.
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